From: NEW YORK
To: MOSCOW
No: 915

28 June 1944

To VIKTOR[i].

Your No. 2712[a].

SERGEJ's[ii] meeting with GOMMER[iii] took place on 25 June. GOMMER did not hand anything over. The next meeting will take place on 30 July in TYRE[TIR][iv]. It has been made possible for G. to summon SERGEJ in case of need. SIDON's[v] original instructions having been altered,

[34 groups unrecoverable]

travel to TYRE where his wife is living with her mother while awaiting confinement. [C% From there] [2 groups unrecovered]
[C% with STEPAN[vi]]

[11 groups unrecovered]

on the question of the post-war [C% relations] of the ISLAND[OSTROV][vii] with the COUNTRY[STRANA][viii], France and Spain

[16 groups unrecovered]

on the ISLAND and material

[8 groups unrecovered]

on several questions touching the ISLAND's interests

[6 groups unrecovered]

our proposals that

[20 groups unrecovered].

G.

[36 groups unrecovered].
there.
No. 499
28 June 1944

Note: [a] Not available.
Comments:
[i] VIKTOR: Lt. Gen. P.M. FITIN.
[ii] SERGEJ: Vladimir Sergeevich PRAVDIN, TASS representative in NEW YORK.
[iii] GOMMER: Sent as GOMMER, presumably a spelling error for GOMER, i.e. HOMER, cover-name for Donald Duart MACLEAN.
[iv] TYRE: NEW YORK.
[v] SIDON: LONDON.
[vi] STEFAN: Possibly Pavel Ivanovich FEODOSIMOV.
[vii] ISLAND: Great Britain.
[viii] COUNTRY: The U.S.A.
[ix] MAY: Stepan Zakharovich APRESYaN, Soviet Vice-Consul in NEW YORK.
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